
PROVEN RUGGED
Durability is built into every MobileDemand xTablet. Both 
external and internal components are engineered for impact 
resistance, ensuring each device meets the military  
MIL-STD-810 drop test standards. We design and test 
for extreme ruggedness, giving the mobile workforce the 
confidence needed to succeed.

MIL-STD
TESTED

PRODUCTIVITY
Equipped with hot swappable batteries and sunlight 
viewable HD display extends productivity indoors or out. 
Optional mountable powered dock, high performance 
scanner and RFID reader expands the T1180’s production 
capabilities further allowing it to do more in more places.

PRODUCTIVITY

MOUNTING
Mounting is made easy with MobileDemand’s quick release 
snap mount system. Rugged design allows safe and 
secure mounting for the toughest applications including 
warehousing, manufacturing, construction, logistics and so 
much more. Built to survive the everyday bumps and bruises 
common to forklifts, vehicles and delivery trucks. 

FORKLIFT
MOUNTABLE

DATA CAPTURE
Optional high-performance Honeywell N6703 2D imager 
offers world-class barcode scanning capabilities. HD optics 
allows capture of higher resolution codes and provides 
exceptional read range and readability. Its laser aiming 
system improves visibility of users and the ability to read 
moving barcodes takes productivity to the next level in fast 
paced environments where data capture is critical. 

BARCODE
SCANNER

The xTablet T1180, Jack of all Trades.
The T1180 is built tough to perform in many of today’s most demanding industries 
and expands production capabilites with an optional 2D scanner or RFID Module. 
Standard features include hot swappable batteries and a high definition 10.1” sunlight 
viewable display, so the T1180 will work as hard as you do, inside or out. 

https://www.ruggedtabletpc.com


N6703 High Performance Scanner 
Provides higher performance and reliability, and enables increased barcode 
scanning speeds.

Read range and readability have been leveled up.  White LED illumination 
enhances image capture accuracy while the HD optics allow reading of higher 
resolution codes. Read moving barcodes, allows increased scanning speed 
and productivity.

Performance

Sensor 1280 X 800 global shutter

Illumination white or red LED: exempt risk group

Optics SR (standard range), HD (high density)

Aiming advanced red laser: cross target and framers high brightness green 
LED: cross target or straight line

Typical Frame Rate up to 60 frames/s

Motion Tolerance 600 cm/s [236 in/s] maximum 400 cm/s [157 in/s] typical

Field of View horizontal: 48°, vertical: 31°

Scan Angle tilt: 360°, pitch: ±60°, skew: ±60°

Symbol Contrast 20% minimum print contrast ratio

Resolution SR optics: 3 mils C39 (1D), 7 mils Data Matrix (2D), 7mils QR (2D), 4 
mils PDF 417 (2D stacked) HD optics: 2,5 mils C39 (1D), 5 mils Data

Symbologies Reads all common symbologies

MobileDemand’s T1180 is a well-equipped, robust, mobile 
tablet that excels in nearly any industry. Built tough with 
an IP65 seal rating and passing the MIL-STD-810G drop 
test standards from 5 feet, durability will never be in doubt. 
A variety of standard and optional features position the 
T1180 as the perfect rugged solution to keep pace with the 
growth of today’s mobile workforce.

Rugged Rugged 
FlexibilityFlexibility
Built rugged from the inside out with exceptional Built rugged from the inside out with exceptional 
mounting capabilities take the T1180 from office mounting capabilities take the T1180 from office 
to forklift and all points in between. The optional to forklift and all points in between. The optional 
high performance scanner and all new RFID module high performance scanner and all new RFID module 
make the T1180 a perfect solution for warehousing, make the T1180 a perfect solution for warehousing, 
manufacturing and more.manufacturing and more.

LTE 
capable

Optional
RFID

Bluetooth

WiFi

WAVE ID Plus OEM Micro Mobile - OEM-805N13KU
rf IDEAS credential reader works with virtually every proximity and contactless 
smart card worldwide and used in numerous applications such as single
sign-on, secure printing and attendance-tracking across several vertical  
markets including healthcare, manufacturing, government and enterprise. 

Reader incorporates both Low Frequency and High Frequency (LF and HF) 
modes in a single module.

Characteristics

Dimensions 69mm x 27mm (2.7” x 1.1”)

Weight 10 grams (0.4 ounces)

Connector Type USB

Audio Prompts (Beep) Yes

Visual Prompts (LED) Yes

Power Supply USB powered

Power Consumption Reader only: 70 mA typical, 100 mA maximum
Reader and Bluetooth on: 85mA typical, 120 mA maximum

Operating Temp Range -22º to 150º F (-30º to 65º C).

Operating Humidity Range 5% to 95% relative humidity, non-condensing

Storage Temp Range -40º to 185º F (-40º to 85º C)

Certifications FCC, Industry Canada, CE Mark, RCM, RoHS, Reach, and 50+ countries.

Compatible OS Windows 10, 11

Supported Card Types https://www.rfideas.com/support/tools/supported-card-types
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PRODUCT MFG SKU

xTablet T1180 Windows 10 Pro XT1180-S

xTablet T1180 with Honeywell scanner XT1180-IMG

xTablet T1180 RFID Module T1180-RFID-KIT

Contact our Sales Team today | 
sales@MobileWorxs.com | +44 (0)1905 799555 

https://www.rfideas.com/support/tools/supported-card-types



